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Photometri observations for CG Cyg have been reported previously by Dapergolas etal. (1994); Hekert (1994); Zeilik et al. (1994) and referenes therein. The star is amongthe most peuliar ones of the short-period hromospherially ative binary stars. As notedby Dapergolas et al. (1994) the system presents irregularities outside of the elipses andthe depths of the minima hanges with time. All these suggests that CG Cyg is a omplexsystem, with hanging ative regions, due probably to photospheri ativity.CG Cyg was observed for the period 4{16 August 1994 with the 1.2-m Kryoneriontelesope and a single hannel photon ounting photometer desribed by Dapergolas andKorakitis (1987). The photometer employs a high gain 9789QB phototube and onven-tional B, V �lters. Its output is fed to a miroomputer enabling rapid data aess. Thedata redution method is the standard one and as a omparison star BD+34Æ4216 wasused. The onstany of the omparison star was veri�ed by Milone et al. (1979). Thedata presented here were obtained with an auray of �0:m015. Table 1 lists the dates ofobservations and phases overed and number of points obtained. Our observations wherenearly simultaneous with those of Hekert (1994).In Table 2 the times of minima and the O�C values are listed for the V and B bands,respetively. Times of minima are alulated using the method desribed by Kwee andvan Woerden (1956) whereas the O�C values were determined from the linear ephemerisHJDmin I = 2439425:1221 + 0:d631141� E, given by Milone and Ziebarth (1974).The data are modeled using the Information Limit Optimization Tehnique (ILOT)desribed by Budding and Zeilik (1987). The main assumptions of the ILOT are: (1) theativity in general is most apparent in the hotter (primary) star, (2) maulation e�ets areseparable from proximity and elipse e�ets, and (3) a ool irular spot model adequatelyrepresents the key parameters of stellar magneti ativity{these are longitude, latitude,size (area), and temperature of the ative (spotted) regions.The derived residuals from the initial �t of Fig. 1a are plotted in Fig. 1. Then intothe distortion wave a irular spot of 0 K temperature was �tted. The results are seen inTable 3. The �ts are performed independently for both olours V and B. The results ofthe spot �tting agree, within the errors, to those found by Zeilik et al. (1994) and Hekert(1994). It is found that the spot for CG Cyg tend to luster in Ative Longitude Belt,around the 270Æ as it is notied by Zeilik et al. (1994). We tested several times to �t a
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Table 1: Dates of observations and phases overedJD Date Phase Points2440000+ V B9569 04 August 1994 .77 .12 95 819570 05 August 1994 .36 .78 113 1109572 07 August 1994 .56 .84 92 939577 12 August 1994 .45 .88 111 1139578 13 August 1994 .01 .48 134 1329579 14 August 1994 .67 .09 112 1129581 16 August 1994 .78 .14 92 91
Table 2: Types and times of minimaV olour B olourDate Type HJD O � C HJD O � C2440000+ 2440000+4/8/1994 I 9569:4836� :0002 0.051 9569:4837� :0001 0.0515/8/1994 II 9570:4324� :0012 0.554 9570:4323� :0004 0.55412/8/1994 II 9577:3740� :0006 0.553 9577:3742� :0005 0.55313/8/1994 I 9578:3197� :0003 0.051 9578:3199� :0001 0.05114/8/1994 I 9579:5821� :0001 0.051 9579:5821� :0001 0.05116/8/1994 I 9581:4758� :0002 0.052 9581:4758� :0002 0.052
Table 3: CG Cyg spot parametersV band B bandLongitude �1 276.7� 8:0 286.6� 7:6Latitude �1 56.2� 33:6 62.1� 20:3Radius 1 10.4� 4:8 12.0� 4:5�2 84.6 87.
Table 4: CG Cyg lean parametersFilter L1 k = r2=r1 ��0 r1 i (deg) L2 �2V 0:689� :030 0:936� :056 �18:37� 0:1 0:240� :006 82:2� :4 0:288� :046 80.5B 40:707� :023 0:956� :045 �18:37� 0:1 0:237� :005 82:1� :3 0:273� :004 80.8
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Figure 1. Initial, lean and spot �ts. Phases are given in degrees
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seond spot with �xed latitude at 45Æ, as it is desribed by Hekert (1994), but the resultswere very unertain. This result means that our data sample with S=N � 75 is unableto detet small spots. This is in agreement with a series of veri�ation tests of the ILOTprograms reported by Rhodes et al. (1990). However, a small distorsion in the observedlight urve of the star is seen toward the �rst quadrature of the system (see spot �t inFig. 1). This distorsion was more evident a few days later when the star was observedfrom Mt. Laguna with the 61-m telesope (Hekert 2000) and learly showed a seondspot.The results of spot �tting where inserted in the initial �t model and a lean �ts wasmade (Fig. 1b). So the distortion wave was removed and the lean parameters are seenin Table 4. The values of L1, k, r1, i (deg), and L2 agree with those found by Zeilik etal. (1994) and Hekert (1994). From the results presented in Table 4 assuming onstantinlination i and phase orretion ��0 the mass ratio q = m2=m1 of the system anbe derived. For V olour and for B the values of mass ratio are q = 0:571 � 0:108 andq = 0:647�0:089 respetively. These values are in agreement with those found by Hekert(1994) and Popper (1993), and strengthen the hypothesis that the mass ratio of CG Cygis lower than 1.0.From our data set it seems that CG Cyg hanges its spot struture rather rapidly andprobably is one of the most ative RS CVn type binary system.The authors would like to aknowledge the Greek General Seretariat of Researh andTehnology for �nanial support and one of the authors, D. A., wishes to express hissinere thanks to Dr. P. Hekert for his helpful suggestions.
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